In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson

--

Grades 3rd-8th
ABOUT THE SHOW

Based on the book by Bette Bao Lord and adapted for the stage by Mark Branner, *The Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson* tells the autobiographical story of a young girl, Shirley, who comes to the United States from China in 1947. Through language and cultural barriers, she finds herself frustrated and worried about making friends. Then, she discovers the Brooklyn Dodgers and Jackie Robinson, and she begins to feel more comfortable in this new country. Honolulu Theatre for Youth shares this story through a dramatic performance that uses humor, Chinese and English, and multimedia staging to bring the audience closer to Shirley’s experience in a new country very different from where she’s from.¹

MEET THE AUTHOR

JULIA DONALDSON

Bette Bao Lord’s children’s book In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson captures her own experiences as an immigrant to the United States when she was eight. Her father was an engineer, and the Chinese government sent him to the United States to purchase equipment in 1946. The family found themselves stranded when Mao Zedong and the communist rebels took control in China. As an author and civic activist, she has continually worked for human rights and democracy. ²

ABOUT THE THEATER

Founded in 1955, Honolulu Theatre for Youth (HTY) has become a highly-respected children’s theater and seeks to impact children, families, and teachers through professional theater and drama education programs. The company has commissioned over 300 new plays for children. HTY focuses specifically on drama education and performance, seeing these as “unique, socially-based education and art forms that help their participants and audiences walk in the shoes of others, allowing them to expand their imaginations, enrich their lives and discover the infinite possibilities in the world.”³

EXPLORE // Classroom Workshops

**Artist Trading Cards** Grades 3rd-8th
In this workshop, students will learn about Chinese culture and traditions associated with the Chinese New Year. Students will create “artist trading cards” with visuals about their own traditions, interests, and memories.
**Click Here for Workshop**

**Lucky Watercolor Scrolls** Grades 5th-8th
In this workshop, students will learn about Chinese culture and traditions associated with the Chinese New Year. Students will create lucky watercolor scrolls with Chinese calligraphy.
**Click Here for Workshop**
CONNECT  // Chinese New Year Traditions

READ

[Images of books]

WATCH

[Images of videos]

Chinese New Year for Kids  Lunar New Year  Dragon Dance

LEARN ABOUT TRADITIONS

LISTEN

In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson
EXPLORE // African Americans Who Transformed American Sports

READ

[Images of books: The Story of Jackie Robinson, A Picture Book of Jesse Owens, and Becoming Muhammad Ali]

WATCH

[Images of videos: Black Athletes Who Changed Sports, Jackie Robinson: The First African American to Play in the MLB, and Interview with Jesse Owens]

ACTIVITIES

National Museum of African American History and Culture

Muhammad Ali Trained in Charleston!
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